Online Meeting Logistics

webinar.loinc.org
This meeting uses GoToWebinar. Check your computer/device for compatibility.

All times are Eastern Standard Time (UTC-5)

Agenda

8:00 Introductions
8:15 Director’s Update (D Vreeman) HANDOUT
9:15 LOINC content change highlights (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
9:30 Revised LOINC Committee meeting schedule (D Vreeman) HANDOUT
10:00 Break
10:15 Flagging panel terms when children are added/removed (D Vreeman) HANDOUT
10:30 Business rule on panel substitution of System-specific terms (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
10:50 Practical issues with LOINC panel terms (J Snyder) HANDOUT
11:20 New chapter addition to the Micro Guide (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
11:40 Update on representing synoptic cancer reporting variables (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
11:50 Gaps in LOINC content for synoptic cancer reporting (A Pitkus)
12:00 Lunch Break
12:45 Translating terms with Methods to Methodless+Method type model (S Huff) HANDOUT
1:15 Panel for microbiology molecular resistance reporting (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
2:00 Afternoon break
2:15 Updating ordinal terms used to report genotypes (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
2:45 Updates from the LOINC Community for the good of the order (Meeting Participants)
3:15 Workgroup Update: LOINC System for Microbiology (S Abhyankar) HANDOUT
Collaboration Update: LOINC and SNOMED CT (D Vreeman)

Other further topics

Adjourn

Next LOINC Lab Committee Meetings (Indianapolis)

Upcoming Meetings (tentative)

- Wednesday and Thursday June 5-6, 2019
- Wednesday and Thursday December 4-5, 2019

*Special thanks to the National Library of Medicine and the Regenstrief Foundation for their support of LOINC and this meeting.*